Introduction
According to study of Green and Armstrong [1] , regardless of the forecasting method increasing complexity leads to decrease in reliability. Authors further state that increase in complexity increases forecasting error for about 25 %. They suggest forecasters to use forecasting models they understand. The reasons why Holt-Winters model (HW model) was taken for comparing to developed Two Parameter Same Slope Seasonality model (2pSSS model) and to Same Slope forecasting model (SS model) are:
• In time series analysis exponential smoothing methods are popular because they are straightforward and the whole forecasting procedure can happen automatically [2] . Yet it is often used in practice where it shows good performance. • The HW model, also referred to as double exponential smoothing, is an extension of exponential smoothing designed for trended and seasonal time series. HW model is a widely used tool for forecasting business data that contain seasonality, changing trends and seasonal correlation [3] .
• HW model is very robust and reliable, which in many studies shows close or better performances even than very complex ARIMA models [4, 5, 6, 7] .
• HW model which is one of the most popular forecasting methods is utilized in cases where data show seasonality and/or trend. Probably the most important problem with HW model (apart from initialization) is setting the smoothing constants [8] .
• Many companies use the HW model to produce short-term demand forecasts when their sales data contain a trend and a seasonal pattern. Fifty years old this year, the method is popular because it is simple, has low data-storage requirements, and is easily automated. It also has the advantage of being able to adapt to changes in trends and seasonal patterns in sales when they occur [9] .
SS model and SSS model are distinguished by their simplicity and these models show better performances then some more complex exponential smoothing models. SS model, developed in [10] , is one parameter model. SS model is of the same complexity as simple exponential smoothing model. In [10] testing and comparisons of SS model to fifteen exponential smoothing models are performed. Research results show that SS model is more efficient than simple exponential smoothing model. In [11] definition and test results of SSS model are presented. SSS model is one parameter model, which uses same logic as SS model, successfully models seasonality and with selection of adequate parameter value it successfully models trend component in available data. Research results show that developed model generates forecasts of the same reliability level as more complex exponential smoothing models.
In [12] analytical expression for estimate of optimal parameter value of SSS model are derived and presented. With this analytical expression SSS model has become even simpler for use. In the same research authors have compared performances of SSS model to HW model. Tests are performed on time series from M2-Competition [13] and SSS model has shown more reliable forecasts even SSS model is simpler than HW model. SSS model is one parameter model, while HW model is three parameter model. SSS model is defined by one expression and one parameter for level, trend and seasonality, while HW model uses three expressions and three parameters for every time series component. SSS model uses analytical expression for optimal parameter value estimation, while HW model requires use of nonlinear mathematical programming for estimation of optimal parameter values.
In this paper Two Parameter Same Slope Seasonality forecasting model (2pSSS model) is developed. This model should give better forecasts than SSS model because of its higher flexibility. In addition, analytical expressions for determination of both parameters are developed. Evaluation of developed model is performed on time series from M2-Competition [13] . Performances of developed model are compared to performances of SSS model and HW model.
Two Parameter Same Slope Seasonality model
SS model is based on idea that time series will have the same gradient (slope) in the next time period like in previous. Model is defined by (1) , whose settings are presented in [10] :
Where is: -Observed value of the time series in time , ̂( 1) -Predicted time series value one step forward, -Coefficient (parameter) of forecasting model. SSS model is based on the same idea that change in time series between and + will be the same to the change time series had in time period between − and − + . Graphical presentation of logic of SSS model is given on Fig. 1 . SSS model is also single parameter forecasting model defined by (2) , whose settings are presented in [11] :
Where is: -Observed value of the time series in time , ̂( ) -Predicted time series value m step(s) forward, forecasted at time ( ≤ ),
-Forecast horizon, -Number of seasons, -Coefficient (parameter) of forecasting models, With respect to parameter following cases can be considered:
• < 1 -forecast smaller change rate in the period to + than in the prior period, e.g. forecasts smaller change rate in the period to + than in the period − to − + .
• = 1 -forecast the same change rate in the period to + as in the period − to − + . • > 1 -forecast bigger change rate in the period to + than in the period − to − + .
Considering (1) and (2) it can be concluded that in the case = 1, SSS model becomes SS model.
Fig. 1. Graphical presentation of logic of SSS model
Because of its mathematical simplicity SSS model allows finding analytical expression for determining optimal parameter. Analytical expression for calculating parameter is developed by [12] :
Where is number of data in time-series.
The value of parameter calculated by (3) corresponds to the value determined using nonlinear mathematical programming, where standard deviation or MSE of model is minimized.
SSS model defined by expression (2) can be even more flexible if another coefficient is introduced. Adding another coefficient to SSS model, we define new model named Two Parameter SSS model by (4):
Where is: -Observed value of the time series in time , ̂( ) -Predicted time series value m step(s) forward, forecasted at time ( ≤ ) ,
-Forecast horizon, -Number of seasons, -Coefficient (parameter) of forecasting models, -Coefficient (parameter) of forecasting models.
With respect to parameter following cases can be considered: • < 1 -The last available data has impact on the next forecast in the lower rate than its value is. • = 1 -The last available data has impact on the next forecast in the same rate than its value is. In this case 2pSSS model become SSS model. • > 1 -The last available data has impact on the next forecast in the bigger rate than its value is. Considering (1), (2) and (3) it can be concluded that in the case = 1, 2pSSS model becomes SSS model. In the case = 1and = 1 2pSSS model becomes SS model. 
Fig. 2. Graphical presentation of logic of 2pSSS model

Derivation of analytical expressions for determination of optimal parameter values of 2pSSS model
Because of its mathematical simplicity, 2pSSS model allows derivation of expression for determining optimal and parameters. It is necessary to formulate function of squared deviations between forecasted and true values, dependent on and parameters, given by:
Where is number of data in time-series. 
The first partial derivative of the function of squared errors ( , ) with respect to is given by:
Setting derivatives (7) and (8) (11) and (12) The value of and parameters calculated by (11) and (12) respectively corresponds to the value determined using nonlinear mathematical programming, where mean squared error or MSE of model is minimized.
Research methodology
Research methodology in this paper is same to the research methodology used in [12] . But here performances of 2pSSS model are compared with the performances of SSS model and with performances of three parameter HW model with additive trend and additive seasonal component, which is listed in standard list of exponential smoothing models [14] : Tests are performed on times series "M2CAll" from M2-Competition available in [15] . Last year data are used to estimate MAPE of the considered models, and all other data are used to estimate optimal values of forecasting models parameters. Two Parameter SSS model parameters are determined using (11) and (12) for the case = 1. SSS model parameter is determined using (3) also for the case = 1. To determine HW model parameters, nonlinear mathematical programming is used. Nonlinear mathematical programming models are solved using Solver in Microsoft Excel application. The model standard deviation is used as the objective function of nonlinear mathematical programming model, also for the case = 1.
Forecasts are generated for time horizon of one year. After forecasts are generated, true time series values are used to estimate reliability measures. To compare model performances MAPE is used as a measure of model reliability. Forecasts are generated using only quantitative data and without any available qualitative information.
Tests are performed on 28 of 29 time series from M2-Competition. Time series INTERSAL haven't been used in tests, because its value in the last year is 0, which prevents calculating MAPE value. Among 28 analyzed, 22 were monthly and 6 quarterly time series.
Results
The developed expressions for determination and parameters in 2pSSS model, for each of the tested time series, give identical values for both and parameters to the values obtained by using Solver in MS Excel. The value of and parameters calculated by (11) and (12) respectively corresponds to the value determined using nonlinear mathematical programming, where mean squared error or MSE of model is minimized.
MAPE values for both models and all analyzed time series are given in Table 1 . It can be seen from Table 1 . that 2pSSS model has better performances for 15 time series, while HW model has for 13. Also it can be seen that 2pSSS model has better performances for 16 time series, while HW model has for 12.
Average MAPE values for 2pSSS, SSS and HW are 25,56%, 24,25%, 24,03% respectively. If three time series (PANTER, PHARMA11 and TRADUSAL), for which both models have high uncertainty levels, are omitted from analysis, then average MAPE values for 2pSSS, SSS and HW are 11,64%, 11,80% and 12,41%, respectively. Table 1 that 2pSSS forecasting model shows better performances than more complex HW forecasting model on respectable number of time series. The same can be concluded for 2pSSS with regard to SSS model. Important advantage of 2pSSS in relation to HW model is existence of analytical expressions for direct calculation of optimal and parameter values. For estimation of optimal parameter values of HW model it is necessary to use nonlinear mathematical programming and appropriate solver applications. Importance of developed model is even bigger if it is known that HW model is very robust and reliable, which in many studies shows close or better performances even than very complex ARIMA models [4, 5, 6, 7] .
Series
Tests show that 2pSSS model is less sensitive on current observation in time series which is main disadvantage of SSS model. So, 2pSSS model obtains better results than SSS model, in almost all time series with outliers. For example, see MAPE values for time series PANTER, LION, TRADUSAL, PHARMA 11, in Table 1 .
Even accuracies of 2pSSS model and SSS model forecasts significantly depend on current observation in time series, and it does not mean that models are not usable in such situations. We consider that forecasting of such time series requires inclusion of some qualitative information. For comparison, HW model which usually has more stabile forecasts, when forecasting such time series can result with quite poor forecasts. One of examples of such time series is PANTER, shown on Fig. 3 In this paper, the analytical expressions for determining optimal parameter values of the developed Two Parameter Same Slope Seasonality forecasting model were developed too. The idea for developing these analytical expressions is simple and it has same logic as a least squares method. Determine the value of parameters which give the best fit forecast. These analytical expressions, for each of the tested time series, give and values identical to the values obtained by using Solver in MS Excel, set to solve nonlinear programming model, in a way that the problem is set up to search the and parameters which minimizes the mean squared error of the model.
Comparative advantage of 2pSSS model to HW model especially is important when considering costs of parameter determination. Parameters of 2pSSS model are simply determined using analytical expressions, while parameters determination in case of HW model requires solving nonlinear mathematical programming model. Besides this obvious advantage, 2pSSS model is easier to understand and implement than HW model, and also it requires less computational operations and efforts in forecast generations. Forecasts generated by 2pSSS model are of the same or better reliability levels as forecasts generated by more complex HW model. Two Parameter SSS model performs well in forecasting time series with dominant seasonal, as well as trend component. Unreliable forecasts by 2pSSS model can be expected in case of non-standard observations in the time series, because 2pSSS model forecasts are very dependent on current observation for which forecasting value is generated. However, tests have shown that 2pSSS model is less sensitive on current observation in time series which is main disadvantage of SSS model. Finally, developed 2pSSS model performs better than SSS model. Advantage of 2pSSS model is especially emphasized in time series with outliers and in time series with short term interventions (quantum change of time series level).
It can be concluded that developed 2pSSS model, as well as SSS model, could be more effective if, for different seasons, different parameter values are used. Use of this approach would not make models more complex, but it requires estimation of number of different parameter values equivalent to number of different seasons. Even with additional calculations, 2pSSS model and SSS model would be simpler than HW model. Besides, the future research should be focused on testing developed model on other cases in different fields.
